Davinci Stones releases real time kitchen simulator
Davinci Stone Works a full fabrication and installer of custom natural an engineer
stone serving Long Island and Manhattan showcases their craftsmanship and
customer experience in every project they undertake.
April 25, 2017 (FPRC) -- Davinci Stone Works a full fabrication and installer of custom natural an
engineer stone serving Long Island and Manhattan showcases their craftsmanship and customer
experience in every project they undertake. Davinci Stone Works has released a new kitchen visual
simulator on their home page.
The simulator uses this new technology to accurately see the actual paint tones and how they would
look in a room. The application can distinguish the difference between wall space, cabinets and
countertops and paint around them. In addition, easily create areas of different colors within the
same wall. The application becomes an essential tool for designers and consumers, expanding the
possibility of experiencing color options. "Davinci Visualizer will also serve as a way to update
consumers in brand new products because it puts the color palettes, products, where to buy them
and how to apply them with just one click," commented Erik Shafer, Davinci Stone Marketing
Manager.
In 2013, a color survey of Akzo Nobel showed that 93% of respondents believed that color has the
power to change our mood and makes us happier; But more than three-quarters (76%) are afraid to
make the wrong color choice. Visualizer aims to overcome this and help everyone dare to add color
to their lives. Erik added: "Davinci Visualizer will allow us all to have the final look of the room before
is built. Users can now test hundreds of nuances, combinations, and finishes at their whim, as often
as they wish, so they can take that final step of choosing the Color and material with confidence ".
Advantages of the application:
- Creative use of color materials and textures. Look for colors in harmony with the cabinetry and the
decoration of the room. Pin the environments on the screen and try with the full range of colors of
the materials and finishes. The "ribbon" function can cut sections of walls to design each wall in
various colors.
-Tone selection. Display exact tones and variations. Save screenshots and colors to share with your
friends. Get a second opinion from the important people in your life.
-Selection of products. The selector of products more suitable for the surface and different textures.
Tutorial of how to prepare the different surfaces and how to combine them.
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About Davinci Stone Works.
Davinci Stone Works is a full fabrication contractor that specializes in customs stone work of natural
and engineer stone materials including granite, marble, quartzite, onyx, engineer quartz and Neolith.
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